Implementing Digital

SOP SupplyChain
https://nowellgroup.com
BPM Software and Integration
Services
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About us
Nowellgroup specializes in assisting both small and large businesses
implement cloud software solutions to improve their operations, reduce their
risk posture and drive successful outcomes in various aspects of their
operations from HR, to supply chain, customer service and maintenance while
in production. By digitizing their standard operating procedures, companies
that work with us have realized performance gains and cost savings.
Applicable to healthcare, real estate, insurance, financial services,
manufacturing, small and mid size businesses
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Contact us
Nowell Development, Inc
2101 CityWest Blvd. Ste 100
Houston, TX 77042
United States
support@nowellgroup.com
http://nowellgroup.com
1-866-783-4170
(832)-710-3271
“A partner you can trust”

Our commitment
We are committed to your
success from start to finish,
operating with the highest
standards of integrity and
professionalism

Verity BPM Software
Agile supply chain, risk management, integrated policy
workflows for flex safety design for the teamcentric
enterprise: flex supply logistics, flow safety and quality
design

How do we develop and sustain a highly
efficient, agile supply chain that, meets
customer needs and at the same time
reduces waste and excess? Optimizing and
making sense of distribution, asset
maintenance, industrial fleet, facilities, IT
assets, merchandise inventory, works site
equipment and their real time distribution and
continued maintenance can be a challenge for
any business. In addition, it’s important to
assure that equipment and processes meet
useful minimum standard of quality in order to
guarantee safety, and reliability. Our software
is useful for coordinating the supply chain,
availability and risk management challenges
of complex scenarios. The solution helps
teams implement operational policy workflows
that simplify business processes
DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN RISK MANAGEMENT
AT ITS BEST
Verity BPM software is a cloud based software
solution that offers integrated solutions that
addresses these needs in a simple fashion.
With Verity software operators can define their
entire operational and distribution centers or
warehouses, define the specifications of the
products contained in these worksites, and in
addition, Verity software allows users to model
real time distribution, packaging and
movement of these freight objects from site to
site, while taking into account freight costing
and basic freight accounting; In addition the
solution provides an information platform to
co-ordinate digital inspections, maintenance
and checkups to assure top performance
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Verity BPM Supply chain risk management,
supports comparative analysis, availability,
search, inspections and digital quality control
MORE THAN JUST DIGITAL LOGISTICS AND
DIGITAL SUPPLY CHAIN
With Verity software, the team can make
strategic decisions regarding supply and
demand, allocation, risk management,
budgeting, and future planning. With Verity we
can determine when product stock is running
low and needs replenishment; in addition we
can perform historical analysis to determine
trends. Examples of predictive analytics: an
industrial power manufacturer determines
that during the hot summer months, more gas
is used as a result of higher cooling costs,
triggering increased consumption of gas
resources transferred to the end consumer
which translates to increased demand. An
auto manufacturer shop, during the hot
summer months, hotter weather means more
friction and wear and tear for car tires which
means increased likely hood of customers
replacing their car tires. With Verity software,
users can look at their historic data and plan
for future spikes in demand during the
summer to ship an increased number of that
product to meet the demand during that time
frame. IT departments also use BPM software
to manage critical IT operations like upgrades,
backups, data and application migration and
resilience operations
HOW ABOUT DIGITAL FLOW SAFETY DESIGN,
QUALITY, & SUPPLY CHAIN RISK
MANAGEMENT?
In the area of operational safety design and
quality management, Verity allows field and
worksite personnel to define safety design
workflows, for any kind of equipment, to
assure that the digital equipment meets
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specific safety inspection criteria. This can be
used to assure that equipment or heavy parts,
or inventory is diligently inspected and
properly maintained. An example of a use
case is an electric grid operators in an
emerging country that suffers from periodic
power failure due to broken wires, or poorly
maintained power transformers. Verity
Software allows the operators to design
periodic safety design work flows for that
specific power transformer where the
engineer can follow the inspection work flow
and generate a safety inspection run result.
From this data operators can determine if the
transformer needs to be maintained, checked
up, or repaired before it goes off line. In
addition this software can be used to develop
safety design flows for any type of industrial
equipment or part or machinery; Verity also
supports financial accounting of these
maintenance inspections, that way we can
more accurately measure. The result of this is
improved performance, less risk or chance of
equipment failure, improved performance,
budgeting and much more
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Private cloud delivery model, Stable support
for RHEL/CentOS 7-64bit; Database: MySQL
v8.0, or Oracle 12c. OpenSSL AES-256
Cryptographic Security. Application server can
be hosted on premise, or hosted by any cloud
hosting provider;
CONTACT: support@nowellgroup.com,
www.nowellgroup.com
“Give thanks unto the LORD, for He is good,
and His love endures forever”, Psalm 107:1
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We are
committed
to your
success, we
will bring all
our
experience
to your team
to drive a
win-win
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Summary
Our goal is your success With a track record of go-live experience, project
deliveries and success, today, we develop BPM life-cycle software
solutions to manage complex business, meet regulatory requirements
such as (COBIT, HIPAA, PCI, SOX, OSHA) and streamlining teams looking
to optimize business process efficiency in their supply chain. We also offer
technical consulting services and fully packaged cloud software

Business process management software
Using our software platform called Verity
BPM to define your key sops, manage
service delivery and operations service
management linked to financials
Supply chain software
Verity BPM has supply chain, inventory
management, customer experience and
service management features
ITSM integrations, cloud identity and access
management
We have experience with SailPoint identity
access management software as well as
integration expertise with ServiceNow
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